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Twitter app windows

Twitter has over 320 million monthly active users and you're most likely one of them. Whether you're using it to deal with the news or telling the world what you're doing, we'll show you the best apps on windows 10pc or Mobile for your tweeting needs. There are a lot of apps on Twitter and most people use it as a platform to get to know everyone what they're up to. You can find out
what's happening in your city or around the world. It's another way to follow your favorite sites. For example, you can follow Windows Central on Twitter! There are many great options for Twitter on Windows 10 PC or Mobile – these are the best! Twitter The official Twitter app is great for Windows 10 for PC. It was designed from the ground up for Windows and was released in July
of 2014 and has received some nice updates since then. Responsive layout ensures that the app looks great, no matter how wide or narrowed you narrow to set the width of the app window. As you'd expect, it has all the latest features from the social network, such as thumbnail preview, quote retweets, animated GIFs, multiple image uploads, and multi-account support.
Notifications are supported in the Twitter app, which you can set up in settings. For example, you can filter mentions, likes, and retouch notifications from only people you follow instead of anyone. The timeline is also automatically refreshed when a new tweet appears so you can stay up to date. While we love the Twitter app for a Windows 10 PC, the official Windows 10 Mobile
app hasn't caught up yet. This is good enough for basic needs, but many of the features available in the Windows 10 pc version are missing. We hope it will be updated soon, but there are great third-party apps that you can check out in the meantime. Download Twitter for Windows 10 (free) Tweetium has been around for some time and it's a solid third-party Twitter app. This is a
universal app for Windows 10, so you can install it on both a Windows 10 PC and mobile devices. It has an adaptive design, so it automatically changes the application layout when you change the window size. If you make the window sufficiently stepped on a Windows 10 PC, it will display a layout that looks very similar to what you'll see in Windows 10 Mobile. It supports
important features such as bid retweets, thumbnails, and even lets you upload videos. Although Tweetium is full of features, we would like it to look better. The icons are not beautiful and the interface needs a little extra shaped. On a positive note, many users will be glad that they can customize the app by changing the colors of the theme. Tweetium is $2.99 from the Windows
Store and you'll need subscribe to Pro for more features. The Pro subscription, which costs $7.99/year, adds support for push notifications, multiple accounts, an integrated news reader and synchronized last read positions. Download tweetium ($2.99/In-app purchase) Another favorite third-party Twitter app is Fenice, which brings several unique features to the country. This is a
universal application, so you can known user interface, whether you're using the app on a Windows 10 or Windows 10 Mobile PC. One of the best features includes interactive notifications that allow you to respond by taking, and retweet mentioning without even launching the app. Another cool feature is the ability to add meds to your tweet. The usual thumbnail previews, bid
retweets, and multiple accounts are also available. Fenice is $1.99 from the Windows Store, but has an in-app purchase of $1.49 to add more bills. Download Fenice ($1.99/In-app purchase) If you're looking for a clean design, Tweet It has it! Icons, layout, and short animations look great without ignoring important features. Supports multiple columns and even automatically
determines how many columns to display depending on the width of the window. You can also choose from three themes: light, dark and gray. Twitter's usual features, such as thumbnail previews, retweets offers, and several accounts are included, but Tweet It currently doesn't support Moments. This is a new section introduced by Twitter recently to show the best stories of the
day. On the other hand, Tweet It includes a trend section with popular topics or hashtag. Tweet It has the most expensive cost of advance $5.99. The good news is that there are no in-app purchases to unlock additional features. Download Tweet It ($5.99) Twitter power users should consider aeries on Windows 10. It doesn't have the purest design on this list, but Twitter users
who follow many people will appreciate some of its features. Aeries lets you create and add sections that can be really useful for those looking for certain keywords on Twitter. You can also fix sections that are important to you on the Home screen. Another powerful feature is the ability to filter certain hashtags or keywords from appearing in your timeline. Aeries gives users gesture
control, allowing you to customize what happens when you tap, double-tap, or touch and hold items in your timeline. Aeries costs $2.99, with no additional subscriptions or other in-app purchases. Download aeries ($2.99) What's your favorite Twitter app for windows 10 PC or Mobile? Let us know in the comments! We may receive a purchase commission using our links. Find out
more. Windows 8 officially launched back in late October last year. However, developers and enthusiasts use it much longer, so you'd think there would be an official Twitter app at launch, wouldn't you? Not. Instead, we didn't hear that Twitter was working on an app until the ///BUILD developer conference in Redmond. Four months later, we now have Twitter for Windows 8. Why
do we need Twitter for Windows 8 when we have great applications like Rowi, MetroTwit, and Mostly because of the limitations of token, Twitter has launched future app development from the 3rd country. Plus, it's a sign of confidence when a big app like Twitter is getting drunk on a platform. Twitter for Windows 8 is pretty spartan in design and functionality, mostly imitating the
web interface, but with a light Microsoft Design Language. It has all the Windows 8 features you'd like, such as snap view and charm-sharing support. Below is a fun promotional video of the app, then let's dive and check it out. Layout just like the website and the new Windows Phone app. Basically, you have received four windows – Home, Connect, Find, and Me. The app
basically feels like they've taken their new Windows Phone app and tweaked it a little to look good on bigger screens. That's good and bad. Good, because you get the same interface in all their applications / website and simple design is enough for most. Bad because you can't customize it as much as you can with other apps. If you're a power user, it might be better to stick to
other 3rd-party apps, but if you just manage one account and want a basic interface, the Twitter app is right for you. The advantage of Windows 8 Charms is one of the main advantages that Windows 8 apps have in general over competing ecosystems. I am especially referring to the search and sharing references, both of which are fully supported on Twitter on Windows 8. You
can share on Twitter from any Windows 8 app using the sharing link. For example, you can view your latest vacation photos, swipe in to the right (or use keyboard shortcuts/mouse) and select the Share reference. Enter a few words, click Send, and you've shared the photo with your Twitter account. The same goes for sharing the charm - pop up, enter your request, select Twitter
and search immediately using the Twitter app. As expected, you get live tile support and notifications. Live Tile can be large or small and will show your latest mentions and interactions. You can also select Twitter to show notifications, both in the upper-right corner and in the upper-right corner with pop-ups and on the lock screen. Snap view The snap of Windows 8 on the side of
the screen in Windows 8 is delicious. I've only played with him for an hour, but this could be my favorite Twitter client so far when it breaks sideways. The I section is what really won me over (too narcissistic?) with its layout and performance. We'll see how I feel after the honeymoon is over and I've used it for a few days. We'll play with Twitter for Windows 8 and put it up against
the current champions for Twitter apps. In a few days we will make a mini comparison for you guys, in the meantime check for yourself. You can download Twitter for Windows 8 (ARM, x86, and x64 devices) in the Windows Store here. Or just open the store, it's currently in the spotlight section. Via: Twitter blog P.S. You should follow the Windows Center team on Twitter. You can
get our official account @wpcentral, Daniel Rubino is @Daniel_Rubino, Jay Bennett is @JayTBennett, Rich Edmonds is @RichEdmonds, George Ponder is @Coppertop004, Paul Acevedo is @segacon, Dave Blake is @Big_D5, and yours is really @samsabri. We can win using our links. Find out more. More.
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